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OUR STORY 
begins in Móveis Carlos Alfredo, a company founded in 1964, specialized in solid wood furniture 
manufacture. 
     Started as a small family business by Carlos Alfredo, his brother Elias and a handful of em-
ployees, in the seventies with already more than sixty workers, they started to export to neighbor 
markets like Spain and France. 
     WEWOOD name “WE ARE WOOD” drift from the company’s main assets: the production 
of solid wood furniture, combines with a tribute to the Portuguese craftsmen.

“We manufacture with a serious commitment to quality
and attention to detail.“

     Each piece is born from the inspiration and creativity of the most talented designers and archi-
tects, turned into reality by the hands, wisdom and experience of our craftsmen.
     In Wewood we believe in elevating the high-end joinery by producing superb solid furniture 
that promotes Portuguese culture and design.

“We constantly seek new solutions and bet on innovation,
without ever losing the knowledge of our craftsmen.“
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SCARPA W
by Wewood design center
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SCARPA
by Wewood design center
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SCARPA W & SCARPA
by Wewood design center

With structure and interiors in 100% solid oak, Scarpa is a rectangular sideboard 

Scarpa W with two sliding doors, one of the doors is composed of a mixture of 
walnut and oak pieces, creating a three-dimensional pattern.
Upholster inside drawers, adjustable or removable shelves.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

WALNUT/ OAK

A C R Y L I C  & 
U V  P R OT EC TI O N

SCARPA W

M P T O I L  & 
U V  P R OT EC TI O N

OAK

SCARPA

REF. AP.WW201N REF. AP.WW201C
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CASANOVA
by Wewood design center

Casanova is a piece in 100% solid wood, which can be a tv cabinet or simply as a sideboard. The pattern repro-
duced on the doors is made from pieces of oak and walnut that are fixed by hand, 
Two cupboards with sliding doors, two drawers and an open space with two adjustable shelves.

REF. AP.WW303C

OAK/WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS
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CLASSIC
by Wewood design center

Solid wood sideboard with three compartments and adjustable 
shelves, a good solution to be used as media unit or cupboard. 
Available in two different sizes.

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. AP.WW301C

REF. AP.WW302C
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OAK
by Wewood design center

Structure and interiors in 100% solid oak, clean lines and minimal details. 
Two sliding doors hide two inside drawers and a full-length shelf making it a great storage solution.

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. AP.WW202C
REF. AP.WW202N

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS
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CAROUSEL
by Leonhard Pfeifer
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CAROUSEL II
by Leonhard Pfeifer
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CAROUSEL & CAROUSEL II
by Leonhard Pfeifer

Carousel features two folding doors with internal wooden shelves and four dra-
wers with tic-tac system, emphasizing the high quality of the materials and our 
skilled craftsmanship. 
The turntable in the middle which can be used to put bottles and glasses of wine 
and whisky or the favorite objects more easily accessible.
Marble top available in white Calacatta or brown Emperor.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

REF. AP.LP401CM
REF. AP.LP401NM

REF. AP.LP402CM
REF. AP.LP402NM

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

cAL AcAT TA Or
emperOr mArbLe
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RADIO
by Wewood design center

Solid wood tv cabinet with perforated sliding doors across the front that allow the use of the remote control, 
even when the doors are closed.
Its interior has two compartments separated by a vertical divider, providing enough space for the multimedia 
devices. There’s a hole in the back which allows the cables to pass through.

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. AP.WW203C
REF. AP.WW203N

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS





MISTER
by Daniel Duarte
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MISTER
by Daniel Duarte

Mister excels for its elegant design and attention to details, as the herringbone 
pattern of the door. Structure and door in solid walnut, herringbone pattern in 
the door in solid oak.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

WALNUT/OAK

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. AP.DD101N





CONTADOR
by Wewood design center

A timeless piece that provides a practical storage space for 
dining rooms and offices. It is composed by drawers of dif-
ferent dimensions and lower shelf.
100% solid wood.

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. AP.WW302C
REF. AP.WW302N

35

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS





TOUCH
by Suricata design studio
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A chest of drawers with a round shaped silhouette that reveals the wood flexibility and beauty, and wakens the 
desire of feeling its shape by touch. 
Exterior in solid wood and interior in natural veneered mdf. Base made of iron with matte electrostatic paint. 

REF. AP.SD101C
REF. AP.SD101N

TOUCH
by Suricata design studio

OAK/irON

WALNUT/irON

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

39
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ORCA
by Studio Gud

Orca is an all-wood chair, that achieves lightness and elegance through design, but also strength and comfort 
through materials and craft techniques.
Comfortable, strong and light, Orca chair enhances any room.

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

seATpAd

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGSREF. CD.GUOO1C
REF. CD.GUOO1N
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KUNDERA
by Studio Gud

An all-wood chair that explores the dialectic between weight and lightness.
Kundera is the perfect combination of the robustness of wood with the delicacy of design, making it a great chair 
for a dining or working area.

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

seATpAd

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGSREF. CD.GUOO2C
REF. CD.GUOO2N
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CODFISH
by Wewood design center

An all-wood chair that reinvents the classic shape of chairs, Codfish chair is a perfect chair for any space.

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

pAiNTed by rAL

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGSREF. CD.WWOO1C
REF. CD.WWOO1N

47
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PENSIL CHAIR FAMILY
by Tom Kelley

Pensil design was inspired in the old bridge Pênsil, currently known 
as D. Luís bridge, in porto.

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

fAbric Or
LeATher

REF. CD.TKOO1C
REF. CD.TKOO1N

PENSIL CHAIR: With legs in solid wood, Pensil chair is a stun-
ning dining chair. Ideal for restaurants, fabric can be customized 
and removed to clean or change. 
Pensil lounge chair: With legs in solid wood, Pensil chair is a stun-
ning lounge chair for lounge areas or hotel lobbies. Fabric can be 
customized and removed to clean or change.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

51

REF. CD.TKOO2C
REF. CD.TKOO2N

PENSIL ARMCHAIR:  with a frame in solid wood, Pensil arm-
chair is the perfect chair for some rest. Fabric can be customizable 
and removed to clean or change.
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CARAVELA CHAIR FAMILY
by Gonçalo Campos

Ispired in the traditional portuguese caravela boat, this 
chair family is a tribute to some of the greatest and 
bravest portuguese history. 

REF. CD.GCOO1C
REF. CD.GCOO1N

REF. CD.GCOO2C
REF. CD.GCOO2N

REF. CD.GCOO3C
REF. CD.GCOO3N

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

fAbric Or
LeATher

CARAVELA CHAIR: Caravela is an exclusive fully 
upholstered chair with great comfort. Available in oak 
or walnut, in our selected fabric or leather or in client 
fabric.

CARAVELA STOOL BAR: With legs in solid wood. 
Fabric can be customizable.
Second in a line of chairs, elegant and very comforta- 
ble, this bar stool is perfect for restaurants and bars.

CARAVELA LOUNGE CHAIR: With legs in solid 
wood. Fabric can be customizable acording with your 
taste. Third in a line of chairs, elegant and very com-
fortable, this lounge chair is perfect for lounge areas, 
to rest or read a book.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

57





SARTOR CHAIR FAMILY
by Gonçalo Campos
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REF. CD.GCOO4C

REF. CD.GCOO5C
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REF. CD.GCOO4M

REF. CD.GCOO5M
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SARTOR CHAIR FAMILY
by Gonçalo Campos

LOUNGE

REF. CD.GCOO6M

REF. CD.GCOO6C
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Their soft upholstered shape is balanced with piping along the 
contour, to create a distinct harmony of form. Studied to the 
smallest detail, like a custom suit, the Sartor chairs can be tai-
lored to fit a specific occasion. Between their simple design, 
choice of fabrics and legs, these chairs can truly be shaped to 
fit any project. Sartor chairs were dimensioned and built to 
withstand contract and domestic use. In this way they can be 
the most versatile, comfortable and fitting chair.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK LeGs

WALNUT LeGs

irON LeGs

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

fAbric Or
LeATher
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ODHIN
by Studio Gud

Inspired by mid-century danish design, Odhin is an elegant yet comfortable lounge chair. The structure in solid 
wood, the seat with interlaced leather straps and the details of the joints ensure the strength and resistance of 
this piece. It’s a product to last a lifetime.

OAK/LeATher

WALNUT/LeATher

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

REF. CD.GUOO3C
REF. CD.GUOO3N

65





TREE LOUNGE
by Wewood Design center

A chair designed to provide the comfort needed for good moments of rest and leisure. The woodwork of the 
solid oak structure refers to the inspiration in nature and demonstrates the skills of craftsmen to shape wood in 
a striking piece.

REF. CD.WW002C
REF. CD.WW002N

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

fAbric Or
LeATher

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

67
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MULTIBANQUETA
by Suricata Design studio

Multibanqueta was developed to offer the possibility of becoming an endless bench, inviting to gather a group 
of people in moments of leisure and entertainment. Can be used as a stool, side or coffee table.

REF. BC.SD102C
REF. BC.SD102N

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

69
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SCAFFOLD
by André Teoman studio

Handcrafted from high quality materials, Scaffold is a comfortable sofa with a 
surrounding wooden frame which can be used as a bookshelf or as a division, 
showing the best of the high-end joinery.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

REF. SF.AT001C
REF. SF.AT001N

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

fAbric Or
LeATher
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76

BOWIE
by Gonçalo Campos
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BOWIE
by Gonçalo Campos

A soft balanced sofa designed to be pleasing and comfortable, to fit equally well 
in a living room, as in a hotel lobby. With a simple eye catching detail, the struc-
ture of the sofa plays between the slim appearance of metal and the robustness 
of wood. Thanks to the use of memory foam, the soft and clean lines of the sofa 
will be kept even with intense use. Being a modular sofa, it’s dimensions can vary 
between a single armchair seat, to a 3 seat wide sofa.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK/irON

WALNUT/irON

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

fAbric Or
LeATher

1 SEATS
REF. SF.GC001C
REF. SF.GC001N

2 SEATS
REF. SF.GC002C
REF. SF.GC002N

3 SEATS
REF. SF.GC003C
REF. SF.GC003N

81

POUFF
REF. SF.GC000C
REF. SF.GC000N
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METIS
by Gonçalo Campos



METIS
by Gonçalo Campos
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METIS
by Gonçalo Campos

Metis is a compact desk made of solid wood, offering a real storage solution. 
Metis is the perfect minimalistic office desk that not only hides the wires and 
the electric cables, but it also comes equipped with several compartments for 
storage.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. SC.GC001C
REF. SC.GC001N
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LEI
by André Teoman studio

Lei is a multifunctional and ambiguous table which 
works as a multifunctional desk for him or as a dressing 
table for her, or the other way around. Handcrafted in 
100% solid oak with some details in american walnut, 
Lei gives the opportunity to beautify her day in the 
same space where she can work.

OAK/ WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. SC.AT001C

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS





BOLSA
by Studio Gud

Bolsa was designed with the aim of creating a desk with a sleek and clean look, without forgetting the aspect of 
utility and storage. Besides this striking feature, its interesting and light structure, promises to deliver a touch 
of sophistication to any workspace.

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

cOrK Or
LeATher

REF. SC.GU001C
REF. SC.GU001N

93

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS





CONCIERGE
by Antonio Gardoni & Frederico Castelli

Concierge is hand built, using classic and modern 
woodworking techniques, proudly made in Portu-
gal. Its top features a practical storage with several 
compartments such as three drawers, one round lid 
compartment to collect the items on the top and one 
shaped strip in solid walnut with supporting grooves to 
display books and magazines.

OAK/ WALNUT/ irON

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. SC.AF001C

95

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS
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RAIA
by Studio Gud

Raia is a wooden table that manages to transmit lightness 
and elegance despite its solid construction. This is only 
possible by combining the best techniques of craftsman-
ship with the most technologically advanced machinery. 
A functional and versatile table, great solution as a dining 
or a desk.

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiONREF. MJ.GU002C

REF. MJ.GU002N

REF. MJ.GU001C
REF. MJ.GU001N

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS
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AZORES
by Gonçalo Campos
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Azores is a wooden table that manages to transmit lightness and elegance despite its solid construction. Availa- 
ble as a fixed or extendable version, Azores features rounded ends and light shapes.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. MJ.GC002C
REF. MJ.GC002N

REF. MJ.GC001C
REF. MJ.GC001N

AZORES
by Gonçalo Campos

103







NUDA
by Gonçalo Campos
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Named after it’s bare appearance, Nuda leaves room 
for each detail to shine. Based on the most iconic 
shape of a wood table, this is a truly versatile and stur-
dy product. Nuda table is perfect for contract lines.

NUDA
by Gonçalo Campos

NUDA RECTANGULAR 1400
REF. MJ.GC003C
REF. MJ.GC003N

NUDA RECTANGULAR 1600
REF. MJ.GC004C
REF. MJ.GC004N

NUDA RECTANGULAR 1800
REF. MJ.GC005C
REF. MJ.GC005N

NUDA RECTANGULAR 2000
REF. MJ.GC006C
REF. MJ.GC006N
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MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

cAL AcAT TA Or
emperOr mArbLe

NUDA SQUARE 70
REF. MJ.GC007C
REF. GC.GC007N

NUDA SQUARE MARBLE 70
REF. MJ.GC009C
REF. MJ.GC009N

NUDA SQUARE 80
REF. MJ.GC008C
REF. MJ.GC008N

NUDA SQUARE MARBLE 80
REF. MJ.GC0010C
REF. MJ.GC0010N

NUDA HIGH SQUARE 70
REF. MJ.GC0011C
REF. MJ.GC0011N

NUDA HIGH SQUARE MARBLE 70
REF. MJ.GC0013C
REF. MJ.GC0013N

NUDA HIGH SQUARE 80
REF. MJ.GC0012C
REF. MJ.GC0012N

NUDA HIGH SQUARE MARBLE 80
REF. MJ.GC0014C
REF. MJ.GC0014N





INÊS
by Wewood Design center

Crafted in solid wood, Ines adapts to many environ-
ments due to its contemporary design and resistant 
structure. Perfect for meals and leisure times, this 
dinner table comfortably sits 8 people.

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. MJ.WW001C
REF. MJ.WW001N

111

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS









Maria is a round table of scandinavian inspiration, with a fluid and lightweight de-
sign. Its four feet in the shape of a toothpick ensure its stability and at the same 
time gives it a retro aesthetic. Crafted in solid wood, Maria adapts to many uses 
and environments due to its contemporary design and resistant structure.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

REF. MJ.WW002C
REF. MJ.WW002N

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

115

MARIA
by Wewood Design center
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BISTRÔ
by Wewood design center

Bistrô is a simple and useful table with a central leg, ideal for coffees or restaurants. This configuration allows 
economy of space and more comfort. It’s strong central pilar ensures stability and the wood top with our water 
proof finish guaranties great longevity.

irON/OAK

irON/WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. MJ.WW003C
REF. MJ.WW003N

REF. MJ.WW004C
REF. MJ.WW004N

119

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS
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BICA
by Sasha Sartory

Inspired by a typical portuguese dialect expression, its name reminds to a convivial gesture of drinking coffee 
with friends. The distinctive round tray can be removed and used to serve drinks or food, or it simply create a 
decorative composition. Its delicate design and slim proportions are especially suitable for smaller spaces.

REF. MC.SS001C
REF. MC.SS001N

OAK/ irON

WALNUT/ irON

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

123

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS





COLOMBO
by Gonçalo Campos

Colombo is a solid coffee table like no other, designed 
with elegance and irreverence at heart. Its egg shaped 
top is composed by two halves, which can be separated
into two side tables, each one distinct by itself. One 
side in half ellipse shape and the other in a semicircle 
propped with a rotating plate, make this a functional 
piece with multiple uses.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. MC.GC001C
REF. MC.GC001N





HEXA
by Daniel Vieira

Made in solid wood and with its top in hexagonal shape, Hexa can be placed in horizontal and vertical positions, 
working as a simple coffee table, but also as a side or bedside table. Its modular design allows it to fit into dif-
fe- rent spaces. In small rooms, it can be used only one module, while in larger spaces it is possible to combine 
several modules in different woods.

REF. MC.DV001C
REF. MC.DV001N

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

127





DROP
by Adrien de Melo

Inspired by the «drapé» of dresses, Drop leads with incredible delicacy an organic shape that functions as a 
simple handle. Designed to be discret, Drop’s rounded edge fits with elegance into any part of a domestic or 
contract interior: next to a beloved sofa or in a lounge area. With a wide choice of materials available for the top, 
this simple side table can truly adapt to any room. Drop is available in two heights allowing for simple composi-
tions to be made.

irON/OAK

irON/WALNUT

irON/mArbLe

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

cAL AcAT TA Or
emperOr mArbLe

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGSREF. MA.AM001C
REF. MA.AM001N
REF. MA.AM001M

REF. MA.AM002C
REF. MA.AM002N
REF. MA.AM002M

129





BOOKSHELVES
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XI
by Gonçalo Campos

Xi is a contemporary bookshelf with an unique shape, 
designed to be assembled very easily without tools or 
screws. It works like a wooden game, the instructions 
are placed directly on the wooden planks to make it 
intuitive to understand and fun to assemble.

REF. ET.GC001C
REF. ET.GC001N

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

133
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X2
by Laurindo Marta

X2 is a 100% solid wood bookshelf with a high-level of customization. 
Made from two blocks with the same size, each block is composed 
by 48 wooden slats that work through the brass screws that allow 
the movement of the blocks, ensuring the structural stability. X2 is 
a smart bookshelf which allows increasing the width and height any-
time, creating new modules and compartments to storage books and 
other decorative items.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. ET.LM001C
REF. ET.LM001N

135
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LUNA
by Eleonora Fedi

Serie of mirrors inspired by the beau-
tiful and fascinated shape of the full 
and crescent moon, was designed 
to create a beautiful wall décor set. 
Handcrafted with the most tradi-
tional portuguese joinery techniques, 
Luna mirrors can be placed in diffe- 
rent position and by simply rotating 
the wooden frame can create diffe- 
rent combinations of décor set.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

NOrmAL Or 
brONze mirrOr

REF. ED.EF003C
REF. ED.EF003N

REF. ED.EF002C
REF. ED.EF002N

REF. ED.EF001C
REF. ED.EF001N

139





HIDE&SEEK
by Tom Kelley

A multi-functional piece designed especially for sleeping area.Its steel structure stands the rectangular wooden 
mirror frame, and at the same time hide and evolves in the back new functions like hanging coats, storage shoes 
and small personal belongings.

REF. ED.TK001C
REF. ED.TK001N

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK/irON

WALNUT/irON

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

NOrmAL Or 
brONze mirrOr

141





CANCAN
by Studio Gud

Cancan is a piece where shape meets function, with a special attention 
to details such as the cut on the edge of each pole to safely hang coats. 
Its simple and solid structure bound together with a leather rope that 
was inspired by the movements and garments of the “cancan” dancers.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK/LeATHer

WALNUT/LeATHer

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. CB.GU001C
REF. CB.GU001N
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TOMA
by Gonçalo Campos

A set of five hangers designed for a casual and uncompromised use. Simple discs that combine decoration and 
function, Toma hangers complement any wall with its natural colour of oak or walnut. The simplicity and natural 
beauty make them fit in any environment and space.

MATERIALS AND FINISHINGS

OAK

WALNUT

mpT OiL & 
Uv prOTecTiON

AcryLic & 
Uv prOTecTiON

REF. CB.GC001C
REF. CB.GC001N

145



WOOD & FINISHING

WOOD OPTIONS*

FINISHING OPTIONS

OAK WALNUT

Every piece of furniture retains the character of 
the tree, so there aren’t two pieces exactly iden-
tical. 
Wood is a natural and renewable resource that re-
quires the lowest amount of energy for the con-
version into planks. 
We work with noble materials, oak and walnut, 

The unpainted non-artificial finishing of our solid 
wood furniture requires low-maintenance and ena-
bles you to make small repairs by your own hands or 
professional repairs, giving you an infinitely renew-
able surface.

because those are the ones we have the perfect 
knowledge about its characteristics. 
Like any natural material it has an open structure. 
Some changes may occur at any time depending 
on light exposures or humidity in the air, most of 
them will disappear as soon as the humidity level 
goes up.
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CALACATTA IMPEROR

*For typographical reasons, some 
color variations can occur. 
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MARBLE OPTIONS*





CARE & MAINTENANCE
WEWOOD products are made with passion and 
expertise, under a serious commitment to quality. 
Our team works daily to guarantee that all of our 
products are manufactured under a rigorous qua- 
lity control at all stages of production.

Our main concern is to make sure that the cus-
tomer is completely satisfied with our product for 
a very long time. Although our products are built 
to last a lifetime, they need some maintenance 
care to keep them in perfect conditions.

Firstly, be aware that solid wood is sensitive to 
thermal shock, so it’s very important to gradually 
introduce the furniture to any new environment.

During the production, we usually do all the nec-
essary care to stabilize the wood, however as it is 
a natural raw material that reacts to the surroun- 
ding environment, some changes may occur.

Variations in temperature and humidity may 
cause different reactions in solid wood furniture. 
If conditions are dry, the timber may shrink, cau-
sing cracks or warping. On the other hand, in high 

humidity the wood may swell and cause problems 
in moving some components. In both cases the 
wood will slowly return to its original conditions 
whenever the level of humidity is back to normal - 
between 40/60% of relative humidity.

Our wood is hand-picked and hand-assembled, 
we do not use wood with unhealthy nots, or with 
healthy nots above 20mm.
Apart from the attention to the environment con-
ditions, taking care of your solid wood furniture 
couldn’t be easier. For daily maintenance use a dry 
cloth, and from time to time clean all the surfaces 
with a slightly damp cloth. If a spill occurs, don’t 
panic just wipe the surface with a dry cloth as soon 
as possible, and everything will be alright thanks to 
the protection given by the finishes we use.
All of our products are finished with linseed oil 
that enhances and protects the natural beauty 
of wood. Additionally, we also apply a special UV 
protection that prevents  discoloration, and also 
forms a water repellent layer. 
These simple precautions will guarantee a long life 
for your furniture.
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SPECIAL THANKS TO:

ALEXANDRE BASTOS ARTIST

CASA DA JUVENTUDE MATOSINHOS

CASTELBEL

CASTRO LIGHTING

COSTA NOVA

DESISTART 

GALERIA SÃO MAMEDE

LABORATÓRIO D’ESTÓRIAS

MIGUEL SOEIRO DESIGN



Our team works every day to create products that represent values 

such as passion, function, aesthetics and know-how, which represent the 

brand’s dna. 

The dedication present at all stages of production, and the combination of 

craftsmanship, high technology and innovative design results in a natural 

and certified product made with passion and expertise.

For all of this to be possible, we always keep a res- pectable and trustwor-

thy relation with our employees, suppliers and clients, making us proud to 

consider them all part of our own Wewood family.



GET INSPIRED...
/wewood.portuguesejoinery

wewood-portuguese-joinery

wewood_portuguesejoinery

wewoodpt

Rua d. Afonso Henriques, 77

T. +351 224 114 050
M. +351 932 492 434

art direction
Wewood – Portuguese Joinery

photography & editing 
Ideia Flash, Lda

www.wewood.eu
info@wewood.eu




